Hitotsubashi GCOE Conference series on Choice,
Games, and Welfare: Equality and Welfare

We are very pleased to announce the international conference on Equality
and Welfare as a part of Hitotsubashi G-COE Conference series on Choice,
Games, and Welfare. The purpose of this conference is to exchange research works
relevant to the issue of equality and welfare in a quitely broader sense. Most of their
topics would be on welfare economics, social choice theory, and mechanism design, etc in
a quietly broader sense. All researchers and students who are interested in

these fields are more than welcome to participant. The conference will he
held on March 19(Tuesday) and 20(Wednesday), 2013, at Hitotsubashi
University in Kunitachi, Tokyo. We look forward to seeing you at the
conference.
Sincerely yours,
Koichi Tadenuma, Naoki Yoshihara (The conference organizers)

The More Information about the Conference:

Dates: March 19(Tuesday) and 20(Wednesday), 2013
Location: Mercury Tower (7th floor, Building 39 on the campus map),
Hitotsubashi University, Kunitachi, Tokyo, Japan
Go to the following link to see ``Where is Hitotsubashi University?''
Organizers:
University)

Koichi Tadenuma, Naoki Yoshihara (Hitotsubashi

Speakers: Geir Asheim(University of Oslo), Michele Lombardi (University of
Glasgow), Hitoshi Matsushima(University of Tokyo), John Roemer(Yale
University), Tatsuyoshi Saijo(Osaka University), Arunava Sen(Indian

Statistical Institute, William Thomson(University of Rochester), Yongsheng
Xu(Georgia State University), Naoki Yoshihara(Hitotsubashi University)
Note: if you want to know what ``GCOE'' stands for, go to the following
link: What is GCOE?

Registration Procedure: If you plan to participate in this conference, we ask
you to follow the registration procedure below:
(1) You send email to Chieko Takada (our secretary of this conference) with
the title of ``equality and welfare.'' Her email address is
``GCOE-Info5@ier.hit-u.ac.jp ''.
(2) You provide us with the following information:
(i) Name, (ii) Affiliation, (iii) Position, (iv) whether or not you prefer lunch
being provided; and (v) whether or not you plan to participate in the
conference reception (around 18:30 on March 19(Tue)). For items (iv) and (v),
you just answer either ``YES'' or ``NO''.
Please let us know your participation with the associated information by Feb
13 (Wed).
Program: The detail schedule of the conference will be appeared later.

